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ABSTRACT. Suppose U is a set, F is a field of subsets of U and  pAB is

the set of all real-valued, finitely additive functions defined on F. Two principal

notions are considered in this paper. The first of these is that of a subset of pAB,

defined by certain closure properties and called a C-set. The second is that of a col-

lection  C of linear transformations from  pAB into pAB with special boundedness

properties. Given a C-set M which is a linear space, an isometric isomorphism is

established from the dual of M onto the set of all elements of C with range a subset

of M. As a corollary it is demonstrated that the above-mentioned isomorphism and

isometry theorem, together with a previous representation theorem of the author

(J. London Math. Soc. 44 (1969), pp. 385—396), imply an analogue of a dual repre-

sentation theorem of Edwards and Wayment (Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. 154 (1971),

pp. 251—265). Finally, a "pseudo-representation theorem" for the dual of pAB is

demonstrated.

1. Introduction.  In a recent paper [5], Edwards and Wayment obtained a

set function integral (u-integral) representation theorem for the dual of the space

AC of all real-valued functions defined on [0, 1] vanishing at 0 and absolutely

continuous.  In this paper we obtain, among other things, an analogue of the

above theorem for finitely additive measure spaces.

Suppose  U is a set, F is a field of subsets of U, p is the set of all func-

tions from F into R, pB  is the set of all elements of p with bounded range,

pAB  is the set of all finitely additive elements of PB, and   pA   is the set of all

nonnegative-valued elements of  pAB. For each r¡ in   pAB  and   V in  F, t?|K|

denotes the element of  pAB  given by

7}[v](I) = ri(Vni).

Definition.  The statement that M is a C-set means that M C pAB

such that:
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(i) if 1? is in M, k  is in  pAB  and, for ail   V in  F, fv |k(/)| <

¡v ta(Ol> then  K  is in Af, and

(ii) if r? is in  p¿   and  X is the function from  F  into  R given by

X(V) = sup{K(/): k  in M n p+, n - k  in  p^}, then X is in M n p+.

The following are examples of C-sets:

(1) If ß is in PB, then the set of all t? in pAB, such that Jv ß{I}r)(I)

exists.is a C-set and a linear space.

(2) If ß is in  pB, then the set of all i? in  p^ß, such that f0 |j3(/)||t?(Y)|

exists and is 0, is a C-set and a linear space.

(3) If k  is in   pA, then the set of all n in  pAB, such that k - f \r¡\ is

in  p^J, is a C-set.

(4) If G is a collection of C-sets, then C\G X is a C-set.

(5) If m is in   pA, then the set to which tj belongs iff t? is an element

of  pAB  such that if 0 < c, then there is a d > 0 and a subdivision (see §2)

Î) of t/, such that if I is in a refinement (see §2) of $) and pil) < d, then

177(7)1 < c, is a C-set and a linear space.

(6) If ß is in pB and 0 < d, then the set of all t? in p^, such that

the upper and lower integral difference (see [2]) fv Lißrj)il) ~ Gißr])il) < d,

is a C-set.

(7) If m is in   pA, then the set  A^  of all r¡ in   pAB  absolutely con-

tinuous with respect to p is a C-set and a linear space.

Theorem 1.A.1  [4]. Suppose  M   is a C-set. Suppose that for each rj in

PAB,TÍr¡) and X(r?) are defined, respectively, as follows:

.vnJl        ifvil)>0,
T(7?)(/)-\-i if m<o,

and

X(t?)(/) = sup {«(/): k  in M n p+ , j\v\- k in p + >.

Then there is a transformation aM  from   p^B info M such that if r\ is in

ÏUs and   F is in  F, then

&MmV) = /Kr(r?)(/)X(n)(/);

furthermore, if n is in   p^B, k is in M and a i= aM(i?), f/zen

¿WCO-a^K/) </rjlr?(/)-«(/)!•

For each C-set M, we shall let aM  denote the transformation associated with

M by Theorem I.A.I.

Corollary 1.A.2 [4]. If M is a C-set and a linear space, then aM is a

linear transformation.
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We let C denote'the set to which T belongs iff T is a linear transforma-

tion from pAB into pAB such that, for some K > 0 and all 77 in pAB and

V in  F, fF|71fo)(/)| < K JV |t?(/)|.

The reader can easily see that Theorem l.A.l and Corollary 1.A.2 imply the

following corollary.

Corollary 1 .A.3. If M is a C-set and a linear space, then aM  is in   C-

The principal theorem of this paper is the following isomorphism and isom-

etry theorem.

Theorem 4.1. Suppose M is a C-set and a linear space.  The mapping XM,

defined as

{(S, E): S in the dual of M, E a function with
domain pAB andränge Cp,given by

E(n)(V) = S(aM(rfvl)),n in   pAB, V in  F}

is an isomorphism and an isometry from the dual of M onto the set to which  T

belongs iff T is in   C and the range of T C M, i.e., aMT = T.

Theorem 1 .A.2 [3]. If T is in C, M is in pA, and the range of T is a sub-

set of AM, then, for all 77 in   pAB and  V in F,

T(v,)(V) = fy [r(p)(/)/p(/)] aAJji)(I)   (v-integral).

The analogue mentioned above and a consequence of Theorems 4.1 and

l.A.2is as follows (§5).

Theorem 5.1. If p. is in   pA, then the function   Y defined by

Y= {(S, {(I, S(ji[I])): I in  F}): S in the dual of Aß},

is an isomorphism from the dual of A„  onto  Lip(p); furthermore, if S is in

the dual of A„, then

IISII = sup {\S(n^)\/ß(I): I in   ¥},

and for each n in  AM, S(v) = Su [S(ßlI])IKOMI)-

For a a-algebra   2  of subsets of a set  U, and the Banach space ca(U, 2)

of all real-valued countably additive set functions defined on   2, with variation

norm, Mauldin [7] has obtained, subject to certain cardinality assumptions, a repre-

sentation for the dual of ca(U, 2).  In this paper, for our finitely additive setting,

we obtain the following "pseudo-representation theorem" (§ 6).

Theorem 6.1. If S is a function from F into R, then the following two

statements are equivalent.

(1) S is in the dual of pAB (variation norm).
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(2) There is K > 0, a set   W with partial ordering <* with respect to

which   W is directed, and for each x in   W, a function Bx from  F info

[- K, K]   such that if t? is in   pAB, then each of the limits with respect to <*

(see §2),

lim^LiB^XD   and   lim/^GfB^X/),

exists and is 5(n).

2. Preliminary theorems and definitions. In the interest of brevity we shall

simply refer the reader to [3] for detailed remarks about the notions of subdivi-

sion, refinement and integral that we shall use in this paper. We will say here, how-

ever, that throughout this paper, as in [3], all integrals are limits for refinements

of subdivisions of the appropriate sums. We also refer the reader to [2] for the

notions of 2-boundedness, sum supremum functional L, and sum infimum func-

tional  G.  There are refinement-sum inequalities in [2] that imply the existence

of the various integrals that we shall discuss, and it is to [2] that the reader is also

referred for a statement of Kolmogoroff s [6] differential equivalence theorem and

its implications about the existence and equivalence of various integrals that we

will write.  Throughout this paper, when the existence of an integral or the equiv-

alence of an integral to an integral is an easy consequence of the above mentioned

material, the integral need merely be written or the equivalence assertion made,

and the justification left to the reader. We let  "(§ < $)"  mean "(§ is a refine-

ment of 3)".

3. Some basic properties of C and a commutativity theorem.

Lemma 3.A. 1 [3]. If T is in   C and p is in   pA,then  TaA    = aA  T.

For the remainder of this paper, we shall let a    denote aA     for all p in

P+ "VA-

Theorem 3.A.2 [3]. // T is in  C, S is in  C, p is in  pA, and the range

of S C AM, i.e., a^S = S, then  TS = ST.

Theorem 3.1. If each of P and Q is in  C, then PQ = QP.

Proof. Suppose tj is in  pAB. Obviously there is k  in   pA   suchthat

n is in  AK, so that n = aK(r7).  If T is in  C, then, by Lemma 3.A.1,

TaK = aKT = (aK)2r = aK(aK7) = aK(7aK),

so that if S is in  C, then, by Theorem 3.A.2, SiTaK) = iTaK)S. This implies

that

iPQ)aK =PiQaK) = iQaK)P= QiaKP) = Q(PaJ = iQP)aK,
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so that
(PQ)(n) = (Pß)(aK(i?)) = [(PöKKu)

= [(QP)\](rù = (QP)(\(v)) = (QP)(v).

Therefore PQ = QP.

4. The isomorphism and isometry theorem. We begin with two lemmas.

Lemma 4.1. If T is in   C, n  is in   pAB and   V is in  F, then

T(v)(V) = T(v[v])(U)   and   T(^) = (T(n))[v].

Proof. There is K > 0 such that fw |7Xk)(/)| < K fw \k(I)\  for all k

in   pAB  and  W in  F.  If  V is in  F, then

\T(v)(V) - T(n^)(U)\ = \T(t))(V) - T(n[v])(V) - T(rt[vW- V)\

= \T(v - r)[V])(V) - T(r)[V])(U - V)\

< \T(r¡ - n[V])(V)\ + \T(v[v])(U- V)\

<Kfv\v(I) - rilV](lV + Kfuv \nlVHl)\

= K0 + K0 = 0;

so that  T(v)(V) = T(r¡[v])(U).

Now, if each of W and I is in  F, then from above,

T(v[W])(I) = T((VlW])V])(U) = T(Vlwn'l)(U)

= T(ri)(Wni) = (T(v))lw](I).

Therefore, for all   V in  F, T(r¡[v]) = (T(r¡))lv].

Lemma 4.2. If T is in  C and 0 < H, then

¡u\T(v)(I)\<Hfu\v(I)\

for all r¡ in pAB iff for all tj in  pAB and all  V in F,

fv\T(n)(I)\<H¡v\V(I)\.

Proof. Obviously the second statement implies the first.

Suppose the first of the statements is true.

If V is in F and 1) <^ {V}, then

l.\T(v)(I)\= £ \T(r¡W)(U)l<I,nf \nW(J)\

so that fv\T(r¡)(I)\<HfvW)\

= TH$I\ri(J)\ = II$v\ri(J)\,
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We now prove Theorem 4.1, as stated in the introduction.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. Suppose S is in the dual of M and E is the

function with domain   pAB   andränge  Cp  given by E(-q)(V) = S(aM(77'F')).

It is clear that if 77 is in  pAB, then £"(77) is finitely additive; furthermore, if V

is in  F, then

\Eiv)iV)\=\SiaMiV^))\<\\S\\fu\aMi^v^)iI)\

= \\s\\fvKin)ii)\.

This implies that £"(77) is in   pAB  and that if W is in  F, then fw \E(j))(J)\ <

||5|| fw |aM(77)(/)l, so that, from the assumption that M is a linear space as well

as a C-set, we have that £"(77) is in M. Thus aME = E.  It is obvious that E

is linear, and from the immediately preceding inequality, Lemma 4.2 and the fact

that  llalli < 1, it follows that £ is in  C and  \\E\\ < ||5||. Now, if k  is in

M, then

IS(k)I= IfffaQcW)).- \E(k){U)\

<fu\EiK)(!)\<\\E\\Juk(I)\.

Therefore  ||5|| < ||£1|.  Therefore   ||5|| = \\E\\.

It is an easy consequence of the definition of XM  that  XM is linear, so

that we therefore finally have that XM  is an "isomorphic isometry from the dual

of M 'into' {T: T in  C,aMT= T}."   We now show that XM  is "onto".

Suppose  T is in  C  and aM T = T.  Let  Q be the function from M into  R

given by  ß(/c) = r(K)(£/).  Obviously  Q is in the dual of M. Now, if 7? is in

p^  and   V is in F, then

XMiQXrj)iV) = ß(aM(77^1)) = TiaMtfv 1))(«V) = T(\*M(ji)\ [v])iU)

= TiaMiv)W) = aMiTiv)W) = T(r¡Wl

so that XMiQ) = T and therefore XM is "onto".

5.  The dual of AM.  In this section we prove Theorem 5.1, as stated in the

introduction.

We begin by stating a previous theorem of the author [1].

Theorem 5.A1. // et is in  Pb,m is in  VA,V is in  AM O p^ and

¡rj a(/)/i(/) exi'sfs, then fv a(/)77(7) exists.

Corollary 5.A1. If a is in  pB, p is in  Pa,k is in  AM and

fvail)pil) exists, then /^û^OkCT) exi'sfs.

Proof.    Let   t?   =   / |k|.   77   is in   AM   n   p^.   By   Theorem   5.A.1,

¡vOLÍI)r¡{I) exists.  Since  K/77  is in pB  and k = / [kIt}]t¡, it follows (see §2)
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that /ya(/)[K(/)/77(/)]T7(/) exists. But clearly /l/a(/)[K(/)/rí(/)]i¡(/) =

frj <</>£(/).

Proof of Theorem 5.1. It is clear that if S is in the dual of Aß, then

Y(S) is in  Lip(u), and that  Y preserves addition and scalar multiplication.  Let

M = Au.  Then aM = aß, as defined in Theorem I.A.I.  Suppose S is in the

dual of M and let T = XM(S). If n is in AM and I is in F, then

T(r1)(I) = S(zll(r¡lI])) = S(r)W).

Therefore if k  is in  AM, then, by definition of XM  and Theorem 1 .A.2,

S(k) = S(kM) = T(K)(U) = fa [T(p)(I)/p(I)] aM(K)(7)

=fu[S(HlI])/KI)]K(iy

Let N = sup {\SíjjlW)\I¡x(I): I in  F}.  If k  is in  AM, then

IS(K)l = |/y[S(Mm)/M(/)]K(/)

<fuVSQ¿I])\/p(I)] k(I)\ < nJv \k(I)\ .

Therefore  ||5|| < N. Now, if I is in F, then

I5l> IS(pl/I)l/Ml/,(iO= \S(p.[I])\/p(I).

Therefore N< \\S\\. Therefore  ||5|| =.sup{\S(p.[I])\lp)T): I in F}.

We see that the fact that  Y is invertible follows readily from the above

integral representation for the elements of the dual of AM.

We now show that  Y is "onto".  Suppose  k  is in  LipQx). The function

/c/p. is in pB  and it is obvious that k = f [x/p]p.  From Corollary 5.A.1 it fol-

lows that if Tj is in AM, then fu [k-(I)Ip(I)]W) exists, and we clearly see that

T, defined by

T = {(*• Su [«CO/KOI i(0): t in AM|

is in the dual of A^. Furthermore, if V is in F, then

Y(T)(V) = TQJ.W) =fu [k(I)/p(I)] p.W(I)

=fv[K(I)/p(I)]p(I) = K(V).

Thus  Y(T) = K.

6. The dual of pAB.  Let us begin by noting, trivially, that   pAB  is a C-

set and a linear space, and that therefore X»       is an isomorphism and an isom-

etry from the dual of    pAB  onto  C. Furthermore, ap       is clearly the identity

transformation, so that if S is in the dual of pAß,tl is in  pAB  and   V is in
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F, then

XfABiS)iv)iV) = SiafABi^^)) = Sir,^i)
¿vh

We now prove Theorem 6.1, as stated in the introduction.

Proof of Theorem 6.1. Suppose (2) is true. If x is in  W,r¡ is in  p^,

V is in  F and 3) < {V}, and for each / in 3), ßxil) is in Bx(£), then

ZbxiI)W)\< Z \bxiI)\\T,(I)\^KÍ\V(I)\,

so that if ß is £  or G, then  lí2(Bx7?)(F)| < iC fv \r,il)\, which implies that

frjQVxVm </[/l<2(Bje77)(F)| < jc/a l7?(Dl,

so that  |S(77)| <Kfu \viV)\.

We now show that S is linear.  Suppose each of r and s is in  R and

each of t? and  k  is in   p^.  Suppose 0 < c. From the fact that W is directed

with respect to <*, it follows that there is X in  W such that if y is in  W

and X <* y and ß is £  or  G and p is either t?, K,rT?, s/c, or rr¡ + su,

then

SiP)-fuQiByp)iI)<c/[8(l + Ir I + Isl)].

There is 3) < {U} such that if @ <^ 3) and  ß and p  are as above, then

frjQVxPXO-ÎZQiZxPKn<c/[8(l + lrl + Isl)],

so that

s(p)-Eö(b*p)C) <c/[4(l + lrl + Isl)].

Now, if p, once again, is as above, and for each / in 3), bxiO is in B^(7),

then

Z G(BArp)(/y< Z bxil)pil) < Z LiBxp)iI),
D V X>

so that

s(p) - Z MO/>co<c/[4(l+ \r\+ Isl)].
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Therefore

ISÍ/TJ + sk) - [rS(r¡) + sS(k)] I - \S(rr) + sk) -£M0[™?(0 + ««(01

+ r
Id

+ s

< 5(rtj + sk) -£ MO NOO + ¡¡K(I)]
I I

+ Irl ZMOtîCO - S(îï)

+ IiIËmQkCQ - S 00
|d

<c/[4(l + lrl+ Isl)]

+ Hc/[4(1 + \r\+ Isl)]

+ lslc/[4(l + \r\+ Isl)]

<3c/4<c.

Therefore S(rr¡ + sk) = rS(r)) + sS(k). Therefore S is in the dual of pAB.

Therefore (2) implies (1).

Now suppose (1) is true, i.e., S is in the dual of PAB- Let T = Xf (S),

so that, with reference to the opening paragraph of this section, T is the element

of C given by  T(v)(V) = S(r][v]).

We seek a set, W, a partial ordering, <*, for   W with respect to which   W

is directed, a number K > 0, and for each y  in  W, a function Bv  from  F

into    [-  K,  K]    such that  if   r?    is in    AB    and   Q   is  I   or  G,    then

/rj Ô(Byn)(/) -* S(7j), limit for <*.  Let   W = p+, and let <* = {(t?, k): t?, k

and  k - Tj in   pj[}.  It is clear that  <*  is a partial ordering, and from the fact

that if V is in  F and each of p and  v is in   p^, then fv max{p(7), r¡(I)}

exists, it follows that   p^  is directed with respect to <*.  For each u in   pA

and   V in F, let

ßv(V) = T(v)(V)/v(V).

Letting K = HSU, we see that for each u in   p^, By is a function from  F into

[- K, K].  Only the final limiting assertion remains to be shown.  Suppose  r\ is

in  pAB.  Let p be the element of  pA   given by ß(V) =/k|t?(/)|.  If u is in

pA   and p <* u, then t? is in  Av, so that by Theorem 1.A.4, stated in the

introduction, for each   V in F,

T(ri)(V)=fv[T(v)(I)/v(I)]v(I),
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so that if ß is £  or  G, then

Siv[V]) = T(T7)(K) =fv[Tiv)(I)/viI)] T7(/)

= /KBi;(/)r7(/)=X,ß(Bür?)(/).

This implies fv ß(Bu77)(/) -+ S(r¡[v]) "uniformly in  F" with respect to  <*; in

particular,

J[/ß(Bl,7?)(/)->S(7?^]) = S(77)

with respect to <*. Therefore (1) implies (2). Therefore (1) and (2) are equiv-

alent.
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